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Abstract— A fast TSV identification algorithm is proposed in
this work to reduce the test time of pre-bond TSV probing. The
speeding up of the algorithm comes from two aspects. First, any
unnecessary session during the test is skipped. Second, the test
terminates as soon as either all TSVs have been identified or
a pre-specified maximum number of faulty TSVs have been
identified. Experimental results demonstrate that instead of
testing all sessions as stated in previous work, the algorithm
always finishes the pre-bond TSV test after only a small portion
of all sessions. The algorithm reduces pre-bond TSV test time
and is expected to greatly reduce the pre-bond testing and the
overall 3D device manufacturing costs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pinpointing TSV resistive defects before die bonding is
important for yield assurance of 3D ICs. Current BIST based
approaches [1], [2], [3], [10] for pre-bond TSV test require
dedicated test circuit to be added to each TSV and the
area overhead could be huge since there can be tens of
thousands of TSVs on a chip [4]. Moreover, the BIST circuits
themselves are prone to the effects of process variations.
References [7] and [8] propose the use of a large probe
needle with active driver to short many TSVs together and
conduct a parametric test. The set of TSVs contacted at
once by the probe needle is referred to as a TSV network.
The number of TSVs within a network is typically less
than 20 based on the relative diameter and pitch of probe
needles and TSVs [4], [9]. High measurement resolution,
low hardware overhead and robustness to process variations
make this technique likely to be used in practice.

Figure 1 shows a circuit model of the test set up [7], [8]
for a 4-TSV network. TSV i is represented by its resistance
Ri and capacitance Ci. Rc represents the contact resistance
between TSV and the probe. A gated scan flip-flop (GSF)
is inserted between TSV i and the system logic which is in
accordance with the developing IEEE P1838 standard [5],
[8]. All GSFs can be loaded up or read out through a
boundary scan mechanism. In the normal mode, all GSFs
are made transparent by opening B2 and closing B1 switches
by a “bypass” signal. In the pre-bond TSV test mode, all
GSFs drive respective TSVs. In Figure 1, TSVs 1 and 2 are
receiving TSVs and TSVs 3 and 4 are sending TSVs. A
receiving TSV receives signal from the other die and drives
the on-chip logic while a sending TSV is driven by the on-
chip logic and sends a signal to the other die. A GSF in scan
mode drives a receiving TSV during pre-bond TSV probing
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Fig. 1. Circuit model for pre-bond TSV probing.

when both B1 and B2 switches are closed. A GSF drives a
sending TSV when B1 is opened and B2 is closed.

Pre-bond TSV resistance measurement starts by scanning
in all GSFs with “1.” Ccharge and all TSVs are then
discharged through the probe needle. By configuring the
switches of a GSF, a charge sharing circuit is constructed
between that GSF and Ccharge through its corresponding
TSV (either sending or receiving TSV). The charging rate
of Ccharge is compared to a calibrated curve of a good TSV
to determine the resistance of the TSV under test. Parallel
TSV test can also be conducted by configuring multiple
GSFs at a time. Now, Ccharge is charged faster and the
measurement terminates quicker. However, the number of
TSVs tested in parallel cannot exceed a constant “r” due to
minimum measurement resolution constraint [7], [8]. This
resolution of measurement refers to the minimum change
in TSV resistance that can be detected by the technique
and it is adversely affected by the number of TSVs tested
in parallel. We call the TSVs tested in parallel within the
same TSV network a test session. Based on this probing
technique, any faulty TSV within a session will cause the
session test to fail but we cannot tell which TSV(s) is (are)
faulty. On the other hand, a good parallel test implies that
all TSVs within the session are fault-free. The probe needle
remains contacted with the corresponding TSV network,
and the charging and discharging process continues until
either all TSVs within the network are identified or a certain
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number of TSVs with resistive defects are pinpointed within
the network. All TSV networks are tested in two groups.
Networks in a group are tested simultaneously by a probe
head containing a large number of needles, each making
contact with a single network. Once all contacted networks
are tested, the probe head is lifted and repositioned to test
the remaining group [7], [8].

II. A FAST TSV IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM

The goal of TSV probing is to identify up to a certain
number, m, of faulty TSVs within a T TSV network where
m is the number of redundant TSVs in the TSV network
being tested. If the number of identified faulty TSVs exceeds
m, then not all faulty TSVs in the network can be repaired,
and the chip would be discarded. Otherwise, the on-chip
redundant TSVs are sufficient to replace all identified faulty
ones. This goal of TSV probing can be achieved by testing
each TSV individually though with unnecessarily long test
time. Large time savings occur if we test TSVs in parallel
without losing the capability of identifying up to m faulty
TSVs, and also guarantee that the size of each session
does not exceed r. There are existing methods to generate
such sessions [6], [8], [12]. However, those assume that
all sessions need to be tested and they do not identify
TSVs based on the sessions. This work proposes a fast TSV
identification algorithm to further speed up pre-bond TSV
test from two aspects. First, during the identification process,
any “currently unnecessary” session is skipped. Second, TSV
test is terminated as soon as either all TSVs have been
identified or the number of identified faulty TSV exceeds
m as the chip can be discarded due to lack of redundant
TSVs and further test is useless.

The pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2
where argument t represents the test time of sessions. Test
time of a session in this work only refers to the charging
time of Ccharge, and it is related to the session size [6], [8],
[12]. The algorithm starts by initializing 3 empty lists named
“Good”, “Bad”, and “F C”, respectively. The “Good” and
“Bad” lists are used to contain the identified good and faulty
TSVs, respectively. The faulty candidate list “F C” is used
to contain any failing session. The algorithm enumerates all
the sessions generated by [8] or [12] and skip any “currently
unnecessary” session which refers to a session where either
all TSVs in the session have been identified so far or there
is at least one identified bad TSV in the session. “currently
unnecessary” session does not provide any information of
TSV identification. We define a fault map ρ as positions of
defective TSVs within a TSV network. Although a session
may be “currently unnecessary” for identifying some fault
maps of a TSV network, it could be essential for identifying
other fault maps of the same TSV network. So, none of
the “currently unnecessary” sessions can be deleted. If a
session is not skipped, it will be tested. If a session passes
the test, all TSVs in the session are added to “Good”, and
we then use “Good” to refine “F C.” Here, the refinement

Algorithm Fast_TSV_Identification (All_sessions, T, m, t)

1. Good=[ ]; Bad=[ ]; F_C=[ ]; test_time=0; tested_sessions=0;

2. foreach session in All_sessions

            // Skip any currently unnecessary test session

3. if (all TSVs in session have been identified) or

                (there is at least one bad TSV in session)

4.                Continue;

5. test_time+=t(session);  // Test time accumulation

6. tested_sessions+=1;     // Test session accumulation

            // Handle a passing session

7. if session is tested as being good

8.                Add all TSVs in session to Good;

9. foreach FC_session in F_C

10.              Remove any good TSV from FC_session;

11. if length(FC_session)==1

12.     Add the TSV in FC_session to Bad;

13.                   Remove the entire FC_session from F_C;

            // Handle a failing session

14. else if session is tested as being bad

15.              Remove any good TSV from session;

16. if length(session)==1

17.                     Add the TSV in session to Bad;

18. else 

19.             Append session to F_C;

            // Termination conditions

20. if ((length(Good)+length(Bad))==T or (length(Bad)>=m+1)

21. Break;

22. Return test_time, tested_sessions;

Fig. 2. A dynamically optimized TSV identification algorithm.

refers to removing any identified good TSV from the targeted
session (see line 10 of Figure 2). If after refinement any
failing session in “F C” contains only one TSV, that TSV is
identified as defective and added to “Bad.” If a session fails
the test, “Good” is again utilized to refine this failing session
(line 15 of Figure 2). If the session after refinement contains
only one TSV, that TSV is added to “Bad.” Otherwise, the
refined failing session is appended to “F C.” The above
procedure terminates as soon as any condition shown on line
20 in Figure 2 is satisfied.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table I shows the results of the proposed algorithm applied
to various TSV networks. Column 1 shows parameters T
(network size), m (redundant TSVs in network) and r
(resolution). Column 2 gives the number of faulty TSVs (φ)
within the network. Column 3 shows the total number of
sessions and total test time (in µs) for exhaustive application
of sessions optimized by ILP [12]. The test time calculation
is detailed in references [6], [8] and [12]. For given φ, we
enumerate all possible fault maps and obtain the test time
and number of tested sessions using the proposed algorithm
of Figure 2. Column 4 shows the average number of tested
sessions and average test time for identifying all fault maps
containing φ faulty TSVs. Column 5 shows the relative
reduction in column 4 over column 3. Column 6 shows the
maximum number of sessions tested and the corresponding
test time for identifying a fault map. Column 7 shows the
relative reduction in column 6 over column 3.
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TABLE I
EXHAUSTIVE [12] AND DYNAMICALLY OPTIMIZED (FIGURE 2) APPLICATION OF TSV TEST SESSIONS CONSTRUCTED BY ILP.

Parameters Number of Optimum exhaustive Dynamically optimized test
faulty TSVs test [12] Av. test sessions Average reduction Worst case sessions Worst case reduction

T , m, r (φ) (# sessions, time in µs) (# used, time in µs) (sessions, time) (# used, time in µs) (sessions, time)
0 (5.0, 2.10) (37.5%, 37.5%) (5, 2.10) (37.5%, 37.5%)

8, 2, 3 1 (8, 3.36) (5.3, 2.25) (32.8%, 32.8%) (6, 2.52) (25.0%, 25.0%)
2 (6.4, 2.71) (19.1%, 19.1%) (8, 3.36) (0.0%, 0.0%)
3 (7.5, 3.17) (5.3%, 5.3%) (8, 3.36) (0.0%, 0.0%)
0 (7.0, 2.94) (56.2%, 56.2%) (7, 2.94) (56.2%, 56.2%)
1 (7.5, 3.14) (53.1%, 53.1%) (9, 3.78) (43.7%, 43.7%)

12, 3, 3 2 (16, 6.72) (8.7, 3.65) (45.5%, 45.5%) (12, 5.04) (25.0%, 25.0%)
3 (10.3, 4.32) (35.5%, 35.5%) (14, 5.88) (12.5%, 12.4%)
4 (11.8, 4.97) (25.9%, 25.9%) (16, 6.72) (0.0%, 0.0%)
0 (8.0, 3.36) (68.0%, 68.0%) (8, 3.36) (68.0%, 68.0%)
1 (9.6, 4.03) (61.6%, 61.6%) (14, 5.88) (44.0%, 44.0%)

15, 4, 3 2 (25, 10.50) (11.1, 4.68) (55.3%, 55.3%) (17, 7.14) (32.0%, 32.0%)
3 (12.6, 5.33) (49.2%, 49.2%) (20, 8.40) (20.0%, 20.0%)
4 (14.3, 6.03) (42.5%, 42.5%) (23, 9.66) (8.0%, 8.0%)
5 (15.8, 6.66) (36.5%, 36.5%) (25, 10.50) (0.0%, 0.0%)
0 (9.0, 3.42) (64.0%, 63.9%) (9, 3.42) (64.0%, 63.9%)
1 (10.8, 4.10) (56.8%, 56.7%) (15, 5.69) (40.0%, 39.9%)

20, 4, 4 2 (25, 9.50) (12.3, 4.68) (50.6%, 50.6%) (18, 6.83) (28.0%, 27.9%)
3 (13.9, 5.31) (44.0%, 44.0%) (21, 7.97) (16.0%, 15.9%)
4 (15.1, 5.76) (39.3%, 39.3%) (24, 9.11) (4.0%, 3.9%)
5 (18.0, 6.85) (27.8%, 27.8%) (25, 9.49) (0.0%, 0.0%)

We make four observations from Table I. First, the average
number of tested sessions and average test time is much less
than the total number of sessions and total test time for any
φ ≤ m (reparable TSV network) or any φ > m (irreparable
TSV network). For example, the average percentage reduc-
tion reaches 68.0% for parameters T = 15, m = 4, r = 3,
and φ = 0. On average, the proposed algorithm greatly
speeds up pre-bond TSV identification process. Second, as φ
increases the average percentage reduction decreases. This is
expected as pinpointing larger number of faulty TSVs within
a TSV network generally requires more sessions to be tested
and cost more time. Third, in most cases even the maximum
number of tested sessions is less than the total number of
sessions. Fourth, as expected, the maximum number of tested
sessions increases as φ increases for a given TSV network.
From column 7, reduction in the worst case can be small
for large φ, requiring all sessions to identify a fault map.
This scenario occurs when fault map contains m or more
faulty TSVs. The probability of such large number of faulty
TSVs within a small localized silicon area may be negligible
for a mature manufacturing process. Thus, the worst case
percentage test time reduction could be quite significant.

IV. CONCLUSION

The proposed TSV identification algorithm has two main
advantages. First, the average number of tested sessions and
test time are guaranteed to be small factions of total sessions
and test time. Second, even for the worst fault map, for
which most sessions are needed, not all sessions may be
used. Reducing pre-bond TSV test time helps reduce pre-
bond test cost in real silicon. A forthcoming paper combines
this technique with several related optimizations [11].
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